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Abstract: Coffee and tea are two of the most popular beverages in the world and have been consumed
for more than a thousand years. They have become an integral part of the day for many consumers and
may aid not only increased social interactions but also productivity. However, there is no conclusive
evidence of their comparative effect on cognitive ability. This study investigated the impact of tea
and coffee products on cognitive performance in typical office work-related tasks using brain, body,
and behavioral measures. In a controlled multi-day study, we explored the effects of both traditional
and cognition-enhancing hot beverages through task performance and self-reported measures. A total
of 120 participants completed three work-related tasks from different cognitive domains and consumed
either a traditional or cognition-enhancing hot beverage. During the study, we measured brain
activity in the prefrontal cortex using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) as well as arousal
from skin conductance through electrodermal activity (EDA) while participants completed cognitive
tasks and consumed the beverages. Neural efficiency was used to evaluate cognitive performance
in the tasks. Neural efficiency was calculated from a composite score of behavioral efficiency and
cognitive effort, and emotional arousal was estimated from EDA activity. Results indicated that for
different cognitive domains, the enhanced hot beverages showed improved neural efficiency over
that of a traditional hot beverage. This is the first study to assess the impact of both traditional and
cognition-enhancing drinks using a multimodal approach for workplace-related assignments.

Keywords: cognitive performance; functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS); electrodermal
activity (EDA); neural efficiency; neuroergonomics

1. Introduction

Coffee and tea are two of the most popular beverages in the world and have been consumed for
more than a thousand years [1]. Throughout the centuries, numerous flavors and health benefits have
also been identified. In Europe and the Americas, coffee is consumed more predominantly; elsewhere,
tea might be consumed more frequently [2,3]. Today, in the USA, drinking coffee entails a ritual for
each person, whether it be “morning coffee” or a coffee break [4]. At work, coffee and tea consumption
has become an integral part of the day that not only increase social interactions between employees
but also productivity [4,5]. With coffee and tea being consumed so frequently, there is a need to better
understand their effects on cognition and task performance.
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Tea and coffee have both been shown to have an effect on cognitive ability [6,7]. Light coffee
drinkers have shown improvements in cognitive tasks after consumption whereas heavy coffee drinkers
did not show improvements [8]. This indicates that moderate consumption of caffeine can affect
cognition [8]. Coffee and tea consumption has been studied extensively to determine the long-term
effects of consumption and the associations with numerous diseases such as diabetes, hypertension,
Alzheimer’s disease, and dementia [9–12]. Most previous studies have also only used behavioral
performance and self-reported measures to understand the effects of consumption on cognition.

Further, very few studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of health and wellness
products on cognitive performance. Prior research on cognition-enhancing products, specifically
caffeinated drinks, has only used behavioral performance on tasks and subjective surveys as indicators
of product effectiveness as well as physical performance (exercise) in some cases [13–16].

By using both brain activity and behavioral performance together, a more complete measure can
be obtained to better understand the effects of coffee and tea on cognitive ability. In this study, we used
neural efficiency (NE) as a comprehensive metric to better understand the relationship between brain
activity and behavioral performance [17]. NE helps capture the performance under a specific cognitive
load and how it varies based on the task demand and the ability of the individual [17]. The NE
hypothesis proposed by Haier et al. in 1992 suggests that individuals with higher intelligence are
more efficient and therefore require reduced or more focused neural activity for a given task [18].
Amended descriptions of the hypothesis state that measured efficiency is dependent on task difficulty
as well as prior knowledge of the task [19,20]. Neural efficiency has also been studied previously
in relationship to intelligence [21,22]. Neubauer et al. conducted a literature review of the neural
efficiency hypothesis and concluded that it is observable when individuals are presented with tasks of
low difficulty and is most frequently observed in frontal brain regions [21]. Most recently, Curtin and
Ayaz described integrated behavioral performance and brain activity to formulate neural efficiency
as a metric [17]. This combined metric can be used to evaluate participant engagement in tasks over
time and under different conditions. Curtin and Ayaz proposed a formula to calculate NE using the
normalized (z-score) of behavioral performance efficiency (accuracy/time) and measured task-related
brain activity in a localized area that was responsive to the task [17]. This proposed formula is an
extension of the efficiency view proposed by Paas et al. [23]. Neural efficiency is suggested to provide
a more comprehensive measure of performance by including both behavioral and cognitive efforts.

In the current study, we assess the impact of traditional and enhanced hot beverages on cognitive
performance. Coffee and tea are among the most consumed beverages in the world. In the United
States, according to the National Coffee Association, 62% of Americans consume coffee on a daily basis.
Similarly, according to the Tea Association of the USA, nearly 80% of Americans drink tea every day.
Beyond traditional hot beverages, there has been an increase in the production of products that provide
health benefits to consumers. Health and wellness foods are a growing market. Nearly 30% of all food
companies now invest in health and wellness food lines. Currently, awareness about the benefits of
consuming healthier food and drink products and increased promotion of healthy eating habits are
underlying factors that are driving this market increase. In 2015, a Global Health and Wellness report
released by Nielsen [24] indicated that health attributes or beneficial ingredients are the most important
factors to consumers, and they are willing to pay a higher premium for health benefits. Nearly 88%
of respondents indicated their willingness to pay more for healthier foods [24]. No study, to our
knowledge, has investigated differences between the effects of traditional and cognition-enhancing hot
beverages on cognitive performance in work-related tasks.

By combining behavioral measures with neurophysiological measures, new insights are revealed
that traditional self-reported measures alone are unable to capture [25]. Applying a more comprehensive
methodology beyond that of traditional subjective and behavioral measures, we employed a
neuroergonomic approach in this study. Neuroergonomics is an emerging field in neuroscience research
that aims to better understand the relationship between the human brain and behavioral performance
in more naturalistic environments [26,27]. This method uses a holistic approach, combining different
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metrics from behavioral performance, physiological measures, and measures from the brain directly to
give a more comprehensive overview beyond that of traditional methods [26,28]. The development
of miniaturized, portable, wireless, and wearable sensors has allowed for continuous monitoring of
participants while they perform real-world tasks in everyday settings [28–32].

The present study was designed to evaluate the impact of tea and coffee on cognitive performance
in workplace-related tasks using brain, body, and behavioral measures. Specifically, we wanted to
investigate differences between the effects of cognition-enhancing hot beverages and traditional hot
beverages on cognitive performance. We hypothesized that the cognition-enhancing hot beverage
would not only affect the consumer’s evaluation of the product but also their cognitive ability more than
that of the traditional hot beverage. We investigated the effect of coffee and tea on cognitive performance
using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) -based brain activity during cognitive tasks and
by measuring the electrodermal activity (EDA) during consumption. Acquired information included
self-reports, behavioral metrics from task performance, EDA-based assessment of arousal, and brain
dynamics measured using fNIRS to assess neural efficiency. We expected that the cognition-enhancing
hot beverages would improve cognitive ability, leading to a higher neural efficiency compared to
traditional hot beverages. This study will provide a new way to assess the impact of coffee and tea
consumption on cognitive ability through the comprehensive metric of neural efficiency. We believe,
to date, this is the first study to incorporate a multimodal approach to assess neural efficiency while
consuming different hot beverages and completing work-related tasks.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

One hundred and twenty participants from one of the most populous cities in the US, between the
ages of 18 and 38 (85 females, mean age = 23 ± 4 years), participated in this study. All confirmed that
they met the eligibility requirements of being right-handed with vision correctable to 20/20, did not
have a history of brain injury or psychological disorder, and were not on medication affecting brain
activity. Prior to the study, all participants signed consent forms approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Drexel University. Participants also completed a survey to rule out any potential allergies
to the ingredients in the tea and coffee beverages and to identify the amount of caffeine typically
consumed in a day.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

The study compared the effects of three cognition-enhancing hot beverages (two types of tea
and one type of coffee) to a comparable (control) traditional hot beverage (herbal tea and Columbian
coffee). The experiment was performed over two one-hour sessions with a minimum of one week
between testing sessions. Using a within-subjects repeated measures design, participants completed
a series of three cognitive tasks over three blocks and consumed either a cognition-enhancing hot
beverage (coffee or tea) or a traditional hot beverage. The traditional hot beverage (coffee or tea)
acted as a control. Prior to the start of the study, participants expressed their preference for hot tea or
coffee and were assigned to their preferred beverage category for product consumption in the study.
Participants expressing preference for tea were randomly assigned to either the blue tea or yellow tea
(40 per group). Both these teas were enhanced teas albeit with a slight difference in composition. These
teas were lemongrass hibiscus herbal infusions with turmeric, ginseng, and ginkgo. The difference
between the teas was that the yellow tea contained caffeine (40–50 mg) while the blue tea did not.
The traditional (control) hot tea was a lemon herbal tea containing no caffeine. Similarly, the enhanced
coffee was a ground arabica coffee with added cocoa flavanols, while the traditional (control) hot coffee
contained a medium Colombian coffee blend. Both coffee types (traditional and enhanced) contained
approximately 90–100 mg of caffeine. After giving consent, participants were fitted with sensor devices
as described in the next section. Participants consumed a different beverage in each session (day 1
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and 2), but the same beverage (enhanced or traditional) was used for all blocks in a single session.
Participants were instructed not to consume any hot beverages for at least two hours before partaking
in the study.

A task battery was designed to simulate tasks that participants would complete during a workday.
The first task was a mental arithmetic task. Addition and multiplication were performed at varying
difficulty levels. For the simple task, participants were given single-digit integers (3 + 5 or 4 × 6).
For the challenging task, participants were given double-digit integers (14 + 62 or 12 × 15) to increase
task difficulty. The challenging task requires more effort, concentration, and focus than the simple task.
Participants were given up to 10 seconds to respond to each question with a five second inter-stimulus
period. The task lasted a total of three minutes.

The next task was a sustained attention task, rapid visual processing (RVP). Participants were
asked to identify a given target in a series of numbers where digits were presented serially one at
a time. Target sequences were either a single-digit (2) or a triple-digit sequence (2–4–6) in order to
increase difficulty. Participants were instructed to press ENTER on the last number of the sequence
when it appeared in order. The digits, from 1 to 9, appeared in pseudo-random order on a screen at a
rate of 100 digits per minute. This task requires sustained attention and focus to be able to perform
well. Participants were given a total of 4 target sequences to identify, two simple and two challenging.
The task lasted a total of three minutes.

The final task was a conflict resolution task, Stroop task. In this task, there are again two levels of
difficulty, simple (congruent) and challenging (incongruent). Participants were asked to look at color
words (i.e., red or blue) under two different conditions: congruent, where the word was displayed in
the color that its name denoted (e.g., "blue" displayed in blue font) and incongruent, where the word
was displayed in a different color font than its name denoted (e.g., "blue" displayed in yellow font).
For this task, participants are required to keep multiple things in memory in order to perform well.
Participants completed a total of four blocks, two congruent and two incongruent. The task lasted a
total of four minutes.

After completing the task battery, at the end of trial 1 and 2, participants were provided a
236.5 ml cup of the assigned beverage (enhanced or traditional) to consume. The first task battery
was completed before participants consumed either beverage, which was used as a baseline for task
performance. Participants were first asked to consume the beverage unsweetened and black (without
sugar). They were given three minutes to consume the beverage in this manner and were then given
the opportunity to add sugar to their preference for tea and cream and sugar for the coffee. They
were given four additional minutes to consume the beverage. Participants were provided a total
of seven minutes to drink the beverage and then were asked to complete a survey regarding their
attitude about the beverage. The beverage was weighed before consumption, after any cream/sugar
was added, and after the drinking period to determine how much of the beverage was consumed by
the participant. Participants completed a short survey to assess their mood as well their attitude about
the beverage in the consumption session after each trial. All surveys were presented on the computer.
Participants then proceeded to complete the cognitive tasks a second time. After completion of the
cognitive task battery, participants then completed the 7-minute beverage consumption task that was
previously described before completing the cognitive task battery a third and final time. Each session
lasted approximately one hour in length. After the second session, participants completed an exit
survey to compare the likeability between the enhanced and traditional beverages. A diagrammatic
version of the protocol can be seen in Figure 1.
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2.3. EDA (Electrodermal Activity) Signal Acquisition and Analysis

Electrodermal activity was measured using a Shimmer 3 GSR+ (Shimmer Sensing, Dublin, Ireland).
Skin conductance was measured in micro Siemens (µS), with a sampling rate of 10 Hz using Shimmer
Capture software. The EDA sensor included two probes attached by means of durable rubber-coated
wires and two white Velcro finger connectors, placed on the middle and index fingers of the left
hand [33]. The sensor uses the constant voltage method. Time-synchronized blocks for each trial were
processed using the MATLAB Toolbox Ledalab [34].

Raw skin conductance (µS) levels were filtered with a 2nd-order zero-phase 0.5 Hz low-pass
Butterworth filter. Trough-to-peak (TTP) analysis was applied using Ledalab for each trial. TTP
looks at the peaks with respect to skin conductance levels and detects the peaks that exceed a certain
threshold [34,35]. Ledalab extracted the number of peaks that met the threshold of 0.01 µS and the sum
of their amplitudes. The mean of the SCR amplitude (sum of amplitudes/the number of significant
peaks in the window) was calculated and extracted.

2.4. fNIRS (Optical Brain Monitoring) Signal Acquisition and Analysis

A continuous wave fNIRS system, model 1100 (fNIR Devices, LLC, Potomac, MD, USA), was
used to record prefrontal hemodynamics. The positioning of the light sources and detectors on the
sensor pad yielded a total of 48 channels and 16 optodes (measurement areas) with 2 Hz sampling
and was designed to monitor dorsal and anterior frontal cortical areas underlying the forehead [36,37].
Anatomical landmarks were used to ensure consistency of sensor placement as described in [38].
COBI Studio software was used for data acquisition and visualization [38]. Light intensity at two
near-infrared wavelengths of 730 and 850 nm was recorded. All data were filtered and processed
offline after recording. Data were passed through a finite impulse response hamming filter of order 20
and cutoff frequency 0.1 Hz. Time-synchronized blocks for each trial were processed with the modified
Beer–Lambert law to calculate oxygenation for each optode.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

NCSS software version 10.0.14 was used for statistical analysis using linear mixed models with
repeated measures. Between and within fixed factors for the model were block (before consumption,
after consumption 1 and after consumption 2), group (blue tea, yellow tea, coffee), drink (enhanced or
traditional), and level (simple or challenging). The factor “block” was chosen to see if there was any
difference between the baseline (before consumption) and after consuming the beverage. The factor
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“group” was chosen to compare between the three different enhanced beverages. “Drink” was chosen
to compare the enhanced and traditional beverages. Finally, the factor “level” was chosen to determine
if the beverage helped more for simple or challenging tasks or the overall task.

3. Results

Each participant performed the tasks a total of three times per session, before consumption, after
drink 1, and after drink 2. The results for the self-reports, behavioral efficiency, arousal, and neural
efficiency from prefrontal cortex hemodynamics are summarized below.

3.1. Self-Reports

3.1.1. Beverage Likeability

After consuming the hot beverage (tea or coffee), participants rated the likeability of the beverage
on a 9-point scale (1 = not at all, 9 = extremely). A comparison of self-reported data for both traditional
and enhanced beverages shows that there was no significant difference in the interaction between
drink and group (F2,351 = 2.1899, p = 0.113) seen in Figure 2.
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3.1.2. Confidence in Task Performance

After consuming the hot beverage (tea or coffee), participants rated their perceived confidence
level about their task performance on a 9-point scale (1 = not at all, 9 = extremely). A comparison of
self-reported data for both traditional and enhanced beverages shows that there was no significant
difference for the interaction between drink and group (F2,351 = 1.7067, p = 0.183) seen in Figure 3.
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3.2. Behavioral Performance

While analyzing the behavioral results, we developed a composite score, ‘behavioral efficiency’(BE),
which was calculated by dividing the accuracy percentage of a participant’s score by their average
response times. BE increases as the number of correct trials increases and the average response times
decrease. A participant is more efficient when they respond quickly and correctly.

3.2.1. Task Performance

Participants completed each cognitive task a total of three times, before consumption, after drink
1, and after drink 2. We calculated their behavioral efficiency score and compared the enhanced drink
and the traditional drink for each group. For the math task, there was a significant main effect for
group (F2,11502 = 6.4570, p = 0.002); however, there was no significant interaction between group, drink,
and block (F4,11502 = 0.2629, p = 0.902) seen in Figure 4.
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Next, we looked at the behavioral efficiency in the RVP task. There was a significant main effect
for group (F2,14382 = 13.323, p = 0.0001) but no significant interaction between group, drink, and block
(F4,14382 = 2.1746, p = 0.069) seen in Figure 5.
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Finally, for behavioral task performance, we looked at the behavioral efficiency in the Stroop task.
There was no significant main effect for group (F2,702 = 1.81, p = 0.163), and there was no significant
interaction between group, drink, and block (F4,702 = 0.11, p = 0.977) seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Stroop behavioral efficiency. The left graph indicates behavioral efficiency while participants
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3.2.2. Beverage Consumption

Participants consumed the hot beverage two times during each session: after the first task block
and after the second task block. We weighed their beverage at the start of the consumption period and
at the end of the consumption period. We also weighed the amount of cream/sugar participants added
if they chose to do so. There was an overall main effect for drink (enhanced/traditional) (F1,472 = 9.632,
p = 0.002). Post hoc results indicated a significant difference between the enhanced and traditional
drinks for the yellow tea group (F1,472 = 9.022, p = 0.008) in Figure 7.
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3.3. Electrodermal Activity

For the electrodermal activity, we looked at arousal levels during drink consumption using TTP
analysis as previously described. While participants consumed the hot beverage, there was a significant
main effect for group (F2,110.4 = 4.8256, p = 0.009) as well as a significant interaction between group
and drink (F2,312.3 = 4.1855, p = 0.016). Post hoc results indicated a significant difference between the
enhanced and traditional coffee (F1,309 = 8.622, p = 0.011) in Figure 8.

3.4. Neural Efficiency

An NE metric was calculated using a composite score from the behavioral efficiency and the brain
activity (fNIRS) as described by [17].

3.4.1. Math Neural Efficiency

For the math task, there was a significant interaction between group, drink, and level
(simple/challenging) (F4,2407 = 3.5266, p = 0.029). Post hoc results indicated a significant difference
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between the simple and challenging levels for the enhanced blue tea (F(1,377) = 13.9, p = 0.01), enhanced
yellow tea (F(1,444) = 15.34, p = 0.001), and the traditional blue tea (F(1,420) = 5.805, p = 0.016) groups in
Figure 9.Appl. Sci. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 15 
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3.4.2. RVP (Rapid Visual Processing) Neural Efficiency

For the RVP task, there was a significant interaction between group, drink, and block (before
consumption/after drink 1/after drink 2) (F4,1862 = 2.4442, p = 0.044) in Figure 10.Appl. Sci. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 15 
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3.4.3. Stroop Neural Efficiency

Finally, for the Stroop task, there was a significant interaction between group, drink, and block
(before consumption/after drink 1/after drink 2) (F4,1132 = 2.313, p = 0.0557) in Figure 11.
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4. Discussion

Tea and coffee are consumed by millions of Americans every day, but which has a higher impact
on cognitive performance has not been conclusively determined. In this study, three different cognitive
domains were investigated to assess coffee and tea products during a multi-day within-subject
controlled study. While participants’ self-reported responses did not indicate that they felt confident
about their task performance while consuming either hot beverage, their behavioral and neural
efficiency results did indicate significant group and drink differences.

One of the main ingredients in both tea and coffee is caffeine. Caffeine is one of the most
widely used neurostimulants [3,39,40]. Among adults, the daily intake of caffeine ranges from
166–336 mg/day [41]. A typical cup of tea can contain between 40–60 mg of caffeine per serving,
and coffee can range from 19–177 mg per serving, with Americans averaging approximately two
cups per day [3,42]. Caffeine has subjectively been shown to improve performance and memory,
reduce errors in tasks, speed up cognitive processing, and improve mood [43,44]. Caffeine is able to
improve concentration and attention by eliminating distractors and improving focus [45]. Further
caffeine consumption can improve vigilance performance and reaction time [45]. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) has been used to look at the effects of caffeine on cognition [46]. One study
reported that caffeine alters neuronal activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) during
working memory tasks [47]. However, there is no conclusive evidence on whether tea or coffee is better
for improving cognitive ability.

Specific ingredients such as cocoa flavanols and gingko and ginseng can be added to traditional tea
and coffee to enhance their effects on cognition. Cocoa flavanols have been shown to positively influence
cognitive performance through increased central and peripheral blood flow [48–50]. The increase
in blood flow could improve performance for a wide range of tasks through increased attention,
motivation or arousal [48,51]. Ginkgo and ginseng have been shown to improve different aspects of
cognitive performance [52–55].

During the arithmetic task, behavioral efficiency showed an improvement across the blocks;
however, there was no significant difference between the cognition-enhancing beverages and the
traditional hot beverages. As expected, neural efficiency was higher during the simple arithmetic task
compared to the challenging task. However, for the coffee group, the enhanced coffee significantly
improved neural efficiency for the challenging math task compared to the traditional coffee. For the
tea groups, there was no difference. The enhanced coffee contained both caffeine and cocoa flavanols,
which have been shown to improve cognitive ability [3,48]. Caffeine is able to improve focus and
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attention while cocoa flavanols are able to increase blood flow, which also affects attention [43,51].
This indicates that enhanced coffee is better when performing mental computations compared to the
enhanced and traditional teas. Tea traditionally contains less caffeine than coffee and therefore could
require consuming more over a longer period of time to see an effect on cognition [42].

In the RVP task, for behavioral efficiency, we saw no distinct pattern across the blocks for both the
cognition-enhancing beverages and the traditional hot beverages. However, for the neural efficiency,
both the enhanced blue tea and the enhanced coffee increased neural efficiency across the blocks.
Similar to the math task, the enhanced coffee contained both caffeine and cocoa flavanol, both of which
have been shown to improve attention and focus [49,50]. The enhanced blue tea contained ginkgo
and ginseng, which have also been shown to improve attention and memory, specifically in young
adults [53,54]. The enhanced blue tea did not contain any caffeine, which makes it surprising that it
outperformed the enhanced yellow tea that did contain caffeine. However, as mentioned previously,
consuming more tea may be required to see the effects of caffeine. Results for RVP indicate that for
tasks that require sustained attention, the enhanced blue tea and coffee were better for improving
neural efficiency.

Last for the Stroop task, for behavioral efficiency, the enhanced blue tea and the enhanced coffee
resulted in improvements across the blocks. However, with respect to neural efficiency, the enhanced
blue tea and enhanced yellow tea had the greatest effect, whereas the enhanced coffee had the opposite
effect and decreased neural efficiency over time. The traditional coffee, however, improved neural
efficiency over time. Both the enhanced blue and yellow tea contained added ginkgo and ginseng,
which, as mentioned previously, improve memory and attention [53–55]. Caffeine, a main component
of coffee, has been seen to improve performance in the Stroop task by reducing interference costs [56–58].
However, other studies have shown that caffeine does not have an effect on higher-order tasks and also
does not affect selective visual attention [59,60]. A possible explanation is that the amount of caffeine
consumed during the study was less than what participants regularly consumed and therefore did not
have an effect on visual attention. Results from the Stroop task indicate that the enhanced tea was
better than the coffee for improving cognitive performance when performing tasks where participants
have to multi-task.

During consumption, participants consumed significantly more of the enhanced drinks than
the traditional hot beverages. The EDA results show that during consumption, the enhanced coffee
was more stimulating to participants than the traditional coffee, which could indicate they liked
the enhanced coffee more than the traditional. There was no difference in stimulation for the two
tea groups.

One limitation of the study is that we did not have a group that consumed no hot beverage. In the
future, we will include a group that simply drinks water to obtain a better measure for comparison of
performance. Also, participants were aware of the drink they were consuming and could have been
influenced by the packaging of the beverage informing them of the benefits of the cognition-enhancing
hot beverages. A future study could be designed to disassociate any potential packing and messaging
impact for comparison between the beverages. Finally, controlling for how much caffeine participants
consume regularly should be considered in future studies and further analysis of the results.

By using brain and body measures combined with traditional measures, we were able to objectively
assess improvement in cognition through the consumption of traditional and enhanced hot beverages.
Based on our results, we were not able to conclusively determine whether tea or coffee was better, but
we did see that in the workplace, improvement is task dependent. Further, we were able to confirm
that the cognition-enhancing hot beverages improved cognitive ability more than the traditional
beverages. Traditional coffee had the lowest impact on mental computation. Enhanced tea and coffee
worked best for sustained attention. Traditional tea/coffee and enhanced tea worked best for conflict
resolution. This is the first study to compare traditional and enhanced hot beverages while performing
workplace-related tasks.
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